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Abstract. This paper presents the OWL API a high level Application
Programming Interface (API) for working with OWL 2 ontologies. The
API is closely aligned with the OWL 2 structural specification. It supports parsing and rendering in the syntaxes defined in the W3C specification, namely, the Functional Syntax, RDF/XML, OWL/XML and the
Manchester OWL Syntax. Finally, the reference implementation of the
API, which is written in Java, includes validators for the various OWL
2 profiles - OWL 2 QL, OWL 2 EL and OWL 2 RL.
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Introduction

Aside from the fact the OWL is a W3C Recommendation [15], one of the probable reasons for its success and relatively broad adoption in academia and industry
is that there have been a wide range of OWL tools available. These tools have
supported the creation and editing of OWL ontologies, reasoning over ontologies,
and using ontologies in applications. Generally speaking, all of these tools require
some kind of underlying API that allow ontologies to be loaded, manipulated
and queried. In the case of ontology editors, such as Protégé-4 [7], the NeOn
Toolkit [6], Swoop [10], TopBraid Composer1 and OWLSight2 , it is usually a necessity to have some mechanism to load ontologies in various concrete formats,
along with clean mechanisms to manipulate and modify ontologies. With regard
to reasoning, client applications usually require general purpose reasoner interfaces so that they can easily swap in and out diﬀerent reasoner implementations.
On the other side of the coin, reasoner developers can benefit from being able
to provide a well known interface to their reasoners.
The latest version of the OWL API has been designed to meet the needs of
people developing OWL based applications, OWL editors and OWL reasoners.
It is a high level API that is closely aligned with the OWL 2 specification. It
includes first class change support, general purpose reasoner interfaces, validators
for the various OWL 2 profiles, and support for parsing and serialising ontologies
in a variety of syntaxes. The API also has a very flexible design that allows third
parties to provide alternative implementations for all major components.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the major components and functionality of the API and to present it as the API of choice for anyone working with
OWL 2 ontologies.
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http://www.topquadrant.com/products/TB_Composer.html
http://pellet.owldl.com/ontology-browser
Proceedings of OWL: Experiences and Directions 2009 (OWLED 2009),
Rinke Hoekstra and Peter F. Patel-Schneider, editors. http://www.webont.org/owled/2009
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OWL API Design

The original version of the OWL API provided a suite of interfaces along with
a reference implementation that facilitated the use of OWL in a wide variety
of applications. The underlying design rationale for that API was discussed in
detail in [2]. Although the latest version of the OWL API still follows much of the
approach outlined in [2], it has undergone a number of significant design changes
in order to ensure alignment with the OWL 2 specification. In particular, one of
the main changes has been a shift from the underlying the frame oriented model
that was provided by the OWL Abstract Syntax to an axiom oriented model
upon which the OWL 2 standard is based.
At its core, the OWL API consists of a set of interfaces for inspecting, manipulating and reasoning with OWL ontologies. The OWL API supports loading
and saving ontologies is a variety of syntaxes. However, none of the model interfaces in the API reflect, or are biased to any particular concrete syntax or
model. For example, unlike other APIs such as Jena [3], or the Protégé 3.X API,
the representation of class expressions and axioms is not at the level of RDF
triples. Indeed, the design of the OWL API is directly based on the OWL 2
Structural Specification [13]. This means that an ontology is simply viewed as
a set of axioms and annotations as depicted in Figure 1. The names and hierarchies of interfaces for entities, class expressions and axioms in the OWL API
correspond closely to the structural specification. In fact, there is almost a oneto-one translation between the OWL 2 Structural Specification and core OWL
API model interfaces, meaning that it is easy to relate the high level OWL 2
specification directly to the design of the API.
2.1

Ontology Management

Besides the model interfaces for representing entities, class expressions and axioms, it is necessary to have certain machinery that allow applications to manage
ontologies. Figure 1 shows a high level overview of this picture. The OWLOntology
interface provides a point for eﬃciently accessing the axioms contained in an ontology. For example, axioms can be accessed by type and by signature to name
a few. Diﬀerent implementations of the OWLOntology interface can provide different storage mechanisms for ontologies. While the reference implementation
of the API provides an eﬃcient main-memory storage solution, it is possible to
provide alternative implementations. This is discussed further in Section 2.4.
The OWLOntologyManager provides a central point for creating, loading,
changing and saving ontologies, which are instances of the OWLOntology interface. Each ontology is created or loaded by an ontology manager. Each instance
of an ontology is unique to a particular manager, and all changes to an ontology
are applied via its manager.
This centralised management design allows client applications to have one
access point to ontologies, to provide redirection mechanisms and other customisations for loading ontologies, and allows client applications to monitor all
changes that are applied to any loaded ontologies. The manager also hides much

of the complexity associated with choosing the appropriate parsers and renderers
for loading and saving ontologies and therefore obviates clients from worrying
about these issues.
OWLOntologyID
ontologyIRI : IRI
versionIRI : IRI
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Fig. 1. A UML diagram showing the management of ontologies in the OWL API. The
OWLOntology interface provides accessors for eﬃciently obtaining the axioms contained
within an ontology. The method of storing axioms is provided by diﬀerent implementations of the OWLOntology interface. The design of the API makes it possible to mix
and match implementations, for example, an in-memory ontology could be used together with one that is stored in a database and one that is stored in some kind of
triple store. The OWL API reference implementation provides an eﬃcient in-memory
storage solution.

2.2

Ontology Change

Changes to ontologies are applied using change objects that implement the
OWLOntologyChange interface. Besides adding and removing axioms, changes
to ontologies include setting the ID of an ontology, adding and removing annotations, and adding and removing imports.
In essence, change support is implemented using the Command design pattern [4], which makes it easy to record and serialise ontology changes, implement
undo and redo functionality, and support transactional behaviour. This makes
the API ideal for use in editors and other systems that need the ability to log
changes.
All ontology changes are applied through an ontology manager. This means
that it is possible to apply a list of ontology changes, which make multiple
changes to multiple ontologies, as a single unit. This works rather well for applications such as ontology editors, where an edit operation such as entity name
change (entity IRI change) can involve the addition and removal of multiple axioms from multiple ontologies—it is possible to group the changes together to
form one “editor operation” and apply these changes at one time.

2.3

Parsing and Rendering OWL Ontologies

A major benefit of aligning the OWL API with the OWL 2 structural specification is that there is no commitment to a particular concrete syntax. While
there is only one syntax that an OWL implementation must support, namely
RDF/XML, there are several other syntaxes that exist which are optimised for
diﬀerent purposes. For example, Turtle syntax provides a slightly more readable RDF serialisation. Similarly, the Manchester OWL Syntax provides a human readable serialisation for OWL ontologies. OWL/XML [12] is a newly designed syntax that allows ontologies to be stored in “plain” XML that, unlike
RDF/XML, can be used directly by XML tools and technologies such as XPath.
The OWL API therefore includes out of the box support for reading and
writing ontologies in several syntaxes, including RDF/XML, Turtle, OWL/XML,
OWL Functional Syntax, The Manchester OWL Syntax, KRSS Syntax and the
OBO flat file format. Due to the underlying design of the API, it is possible for
the imports closure of an ontology to contain ontologies that were parsed from
ontology documents written in diﬀerent syntaxes.
The reference implementation of the OWL API uses a registry of parsers and
renderers, which makes it easy to add support for custom syntaxes. The appropriate parser is automatically selected at runtime when an ontology is loaded. By
default, ontologies are saved back into the format from which they were parsed,
but it is possible to override this in order to perform syntax conversion tasks
and “save as” operations in editors for example.
2.4

Data Structure Storage

The reference implementation provides data structures for eﬃcient in-memory
representations of ontologies. For many purposes this is suﬃcient. For example,
the latest versions of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) ontology can comfortably fit into around 400MB of memory (100MB of memory without annotations).
However, the API has been designed so that it is possible to provide other storage
mechanism for ontologies. For example, there are use cases for storing ontologies in relational databases or triple stores. The OWL API has been designed
with these use cases in mind, and it is possible to “mix and match” storage
implementations, so that an ontology imports closure could contain in-memory
representations of ontologies, ontologies persisted in secondary storage in the
form of a custom database, and ontologies stored in triple stores.
While the API does not include these alternative storage mechanisms out
of the box, third parties have developed such solutions. An exemplar solution,
called OWLDB, has been developed by Henss et al [9]. Their solution stores
ontologies in a relational database, using a “native” mapping of OWL constructs
(as opposed to a mapping to triples) to a custom database schema.
2.5

Reasoner Interfaces

A key part of working with OWL ontologies is reasoning. Reasoners are used
to check the consistency of ontologies, check to see whether the signature of an

ontology contains unsatisfiable classes, compute class and property hierarchies,
and check to see if axioms are entailed by an ontology. The OWL API has various
interfaces to support interacting with OWL reasoners. The main interface is the
OWLReasoner interface which provides methods to perform the aforementioned
tasks.
The reasoner interfaces have been designed so as to make it easier for reasoners to expose functionality that provides incremental reasoning support. The
API allows a reasoner to be set up so that it listens for ontology changes and
either immediately processes the changes or queues them in a buﬀer which can
later be processed. This design caters for the scenario where a reasoner is used
within an ontology editor and, at some point, must respond to edits of the ontology, or situations where a reasoner should respond to ontology changes as they
arrive.
At the time of this writing, the CEL [1], FaCT++ [17], HermiT [14], Pellet [16], and Racer Pro [5] reasoners provide OWL API wrappers. This means
that they are also available as reasoner plugins to Protégé-4.

3

Profile Validation

The OWL 2 specification provides various OWL profiles that correspond to
syntactic subsets of the OWL 2 language. The profiles are defined in the OWL
2 profiles document, namely OWL 2 EL, OWL 2 QL and OWL 2 RL. Each
profile is designed to trade some expressive power for eﬃciency of reasoning. For
example, the OWL 2 EL profile trades expressivity for the benefit of polynomial
time subsumption testing. Similarly, reasoning for the OWL 2 RL profile can be
implemented using a rule engine.
For people that use these profiles, and tools that support them, it can be
necessary to determine whether or not an ontology falls into one of the profiles
or not. The OWL API contains an API to deal with ontology profiles. Various
profile related interfaces are available that provide functionality to ask whether
an ontology is within a profile. When doing this a profile report is generated that
specifies whether an ontology and its imports closure fall into a given profile, and
if not details why this is the case. The profile API allows complete programmatic
access by client software, with fine-grained objects that represent specific reasons
for profile violations.
A Web based application that performs profile validation on an ontology
and its imports closure was written with the OWL API is available at http:
//owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/validator. A screen shot of a report generated
by the validator is shown in Figure 2. Each item in the detailed report can
be accessed programmatically, which means that client software can customise
report rendering, or oﬀer more advanced functionality such as repair suggestions
that would take an ontology back into the desired profile.

Fig. 2. A Screenshot of the OWL 2 Profile Validator. The validator is written using
the Profiles API which is part of the OWL API
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Changes between Version 2 and Version 3

The OWL API has undergone several significant changes between version 2 and
version 3, which will have an impact on client code. These changes are described
in the following sections.
4.1

Ontology Identity

In previous versions of the API, ontologies were identified by IRI (URI). However,
since OWL 2, it is not necessary to “name” ontologies with an IRI. Additionally,
if an ontology does have an IRI then it may also have a version IRI. The OWL
API therefore provides an abstraction of ontology identity using an “identifier
object”, namely OWLOntologyID. Ontology IDs are immutable, but the ID of an
ontology may be set at any time via the ontology’s manager.
4.2

Axiom Annotations

The previous version of the OWL API supported axiom annotations, however the
mechanism for creating and managing axiom annotations has changed significantly. Originally, axiom annotations were “stand-oﬀ” objects. That is, an axiom
annotation had an independent existence from the axiom it annotated. In line
with this, the structural identity of an axiom was not aﬀected by any annotations
on the axiom. In the final OWL 2 specification, axiom annotations are embedded
into the axiom itself and aﬀect the structural identity of the axiom. For example,
SubClassOf(Annotation(rdfs:comment ‘‘Added on 09/09/2009’’) A B) is

not structurally equal to the axiom SubClassOf(A B). The OWL API was modified to remove the disparity with the OWL 2 specification. While seemingly minor, this modification does have an impact on the way that annotations are added
and removed from axioms. Suppose a user of a tool such as Protégé-4 wants
to annotate, SubClassOf(A B) with Annotation(rdfs:comment ‘‘Added on
09/09/2009’’). While the user may think of the annotation process as simply
adding the annotation to the axiom, and this was the model used in the previous
version of the OWL API, it is now necessary to remove SubClassOf(A B) from
the ontology and create a new axiom SubClassOf(Annotation(rdfs:comment
‘‘Added on 09/09/2009’’) A B) which is added to the ontology.
4.3

Interface Naming

Interfaces for representing entities, class expressions, and axioms have been
named in accordance with the OWL 2 Structural Specification. Unfortunately
this has meant that some interface name changes were necessary. For example, in previous version of the API, the high level interface for representing
class expression was called OWLDescription, but this has been renamed to
OWLClassExpression. There are obvious benefits of having the API interface
names aligned with the names used in the OWL 2 structural specification. In
particular, the extensive, and high quality, suite of OWL 2 specification documents serve as secondary OWL API documentation. After reading the OWL 2
specification documents, people should be able to easily identify the correspondence between the API and the specification.
While these name changes have introduced a backwards incompatibility with
previous versions of the API, it was felt that the benefits of directly following the
OWL 2 specification, and aligning the names of API interfaces with the names
used in the specification outweighed the disadvantages. Additionally, the changes
are such that a simple find and replace should be possible, and it is likely that
a converter will be provided to do the bulk of updating existing OWL API 2.X
client code to version 3.0.0 of the API.
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Examples of Use

As an illustration of the kinds of applications and services that can be developed
using the OWL API some examples are discussed below. The examples have been
split into use of the API for editors and browsers, and use in OWL oriented
services.
5.1

Use in Editors and Ontology Browsers

The OWL API is used in the following editors and browsers:
– Protégé-4— An open source OWL ontology editor that was initially designed
and developed at the University of Manchester. Protégé-4 uses the OWL API

–

–
–

–

5.2

to underpin all ontology management tasks, from loading and saving ontologies, to manipulating ontologies during editing, to interacting and oﬀering a
choice of OWL reasoners. Virtually all of the functionality provided by the
OWL API is utilised by Protégé-4.
The NeOn Toolkit— An Eclipse based ontology development environment
that was developed as part of the 14.7 million Euro EU funded project. While
early versions of the toolkit were written on top of KAON23 , the project has
recently switched over to using the OWL API.
OWLSight — A web based ontology browser written by Clark & Parsia
that uses the Pellet reasoner. The browser is written using the Google Web
Toolkit, with the OWL API being used to read and access ontologies.
Ontology Browser —- An ontology browser that dynamically generates documentation for ontologies and is based on the OWLDoc software. The OWL
API is used for loading and accessing ontologies and interfacing with the
FaCT++ reasoner.
OntoTrack —- A browsing and editing tool for OWL ontologies [11] that is
developed at Ulm University. The OWL API is used for loading and accessing
ontologies for rending into a graph.
Use in OWL Services

– Syntax Converter — A web based application that converts ontologies written in one OWL syntax to another OWL syntax. Syntax is converted from
one format to another format by loading and saving ontologies using the
OWL API. (http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/converter)
– Ontology Repository — A repository of ontologies used for reasoner and
tools testing. The loading and serialising makes use of the OWL API parsers
and renderers, while the metrics for each ontology are computed by the OWL
API’s Metrics API. (http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository)
– Validator — Uses the various profile validators to determine if an ontology
and its imports closure is within a specific profile. The validator returns
valdiation reports in a variety of human readable syntaxes. The validator
makes use of the Profiles API, which is part of the OWL API. (http://
owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/validator)
– Module Extractor — Allows locality based modules to be extracted from
ontologies. The extractor makes used of OWL API modularisation code,
which currently provides Syntactic Locality Based Modules [8]. (http://
owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/modularity)
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Conclusions

– The latest version of the OWL API supports the OWL 2 specification
– It provides support for parsing and rendering ontologies written in RDF/XML,
Turtle, OWL/XML, OWL Functional Syntax, and Manchester OWL Syntax.
3

http://kaon2.semanticweb.org

– The API provides a common interface to various reasoners, including CEL,
FaCT++, HermiT, Pellet and Racer Pro.
– OWL 2 Profile validation functionality is included in the distribution. Ontologies can be checked to see if they are OWL 2, OWL 2 DL, or in the OWL
2 EL, OWL 2 QL, or OWL 2 RL profiles.
– The OWL API may be downloaded via http://owlapi.sourceforge.net.
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